
Adjusting Swinging-Baton 
Grasshopper Clocks 
BY ROBERT GARY, NAWCC FELLOW (CA) 

T he grasshopper escapement was 
developed by John Harrison in the early 
1720s in an attempt to reduce friction and 
thereby ensure that the hands moved at a 

constant rate. I want to stress that this article is not 
about disassembling, cleaning, and reassembling 
swinging-baton grasshopper clocks. This article 
deals only with setting an operational clock to run 
as designed (Figure 1). I have not dismantled one of 
these clocks. 

Numerous companies have manufactured clocks 
of this style. They come from several countries, the 

UK and China among them. The US Customs and 
Border Protection website states, “In the United 
States, the marking statute, Section 304, Tariff Act 
of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. 1304) requires that, 
unless excepted, every article of foreign origin (or 
its container) imported into the U.S. shall be marked 
with its country of origin.”1 In specific reference to 
clocks, it stipulates that “the country of origin of 
the movement should appear conspicuously and 
legibly on the face of the dial or on the outside of 
the back.” There are no such markings on my clock; 
the only marking on it reads “The Grasshopper 
Clock” on both the front and backplates. I have no 
way of knowing its origin.
There are many different variations of this style of 
clock, but the guidance given here should apply 
with only minor adjustments to most if not all of 
these.

Figure 1. The swinging-baton clock I purchased at an 
NAWCC mart in California. AUTHOR’S PHOTO.

Figure 2. Clock parts labeled using the author’s 
nomenclature. AUTHOR’S PHOTO.
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Soon after I purchased this clock, I discovered that 
there was virtually no information on this style, not 
even how to adjust the rate. If anyone knows of a 
source, please let me know. Due to my inability to 
find so much as standardized names for the parts 
unique to swinging-baton grasshopper clocks, I 
have arbitrarily assigned them names for this article 
(Figure 2). If anyone has found a parts list for these 
clocks, please share it with me and I will amend my 
terms to match the list’s terminology. 
I have heard several myths about these clocks, such 
as they are horrible timekeepers, they skip teeth no 
matter how well you adjust them, they are prone 
to run away, and they make an annoying clunking 
noise. We shall investigate these myths and see 
which ones might be true and which are false.
I purchased my clock at a local mart. The seller 
was selling it because he thought one of the pallet 
springs was broken and needed replacement. It 
turned out that the spring was easy to replace. 
This solved that issue, but there were many other 
problems yet to be resolved: 

• The clock ran extremely fast, gaining 
minutes per hour.

• The pallets skipped multiple teeth at 
a time and performed this way in a 
seemingly random fashion.

• The pallets would fail to catch the teeth 
of the escape wheel, causing a runaway 
of the train. Then suddenly the pallet 
would engage, slamming to a jarring stop. 
Needless to say, this is a serious problem 
in any clock, especially a clock of this type.

• The batons were uneven, one being 
higher and the other lower than their 
midpoints.

Note of Caution: If your clock is essentially original 
in its assembly and you feel the original settings 

are at least close enough to allow the clock run, do 
not attempt to adjust either the front batons or the 
pallet assemblies. Changing either of these when 
unnecessary is only creating major headaches for 
yourself. 
Before attempting adjustments, make certain that 
the two front batons are of equal length. On my 
clock, this is done via a screw that is visible once 
a decorative plate is removed from the baton 
hub (Figures 3–4). Damage done to the slot of the 
setscrew by previous individuals can be seen in 
in the photo. Since this screw is hidden behind a 
decorative plate and remains functional, I did not 
attempt to repair the slots.
The first order of the day was to stop the runaway 
tendency when the escapement is no longer 
in contact with the escape wheel, causing it to 
spin uncontrollably. Gross change in the pallet 
depth is accomplished using what I called the 
pallet assembly (Figure 5). The pallet assembly 
on my clock is adjusted by rotating it on its axis 
via a setscrew with a hex head on the side of the 
assembly (Figure 6). The use of setscrews is, in 
my opinion, unfortunate because it makes setting 
these very tedious. Even the most minor movement 
makes a big difference in the depths of the pallets. 
The movement necessary to tighten the setscrew, or 
even to put the hex wrench into place, can alter the 
placement significantly, necessitating numerous 
attempts to get the correct depthing. Proper setting 
is accomplished only by trial and error and can be 
frustrating and time consuming. The pallets should 
seat fully into the teeth of the escape wheel but not 
rest against the back of the notch or it may jam. 
When you make this adjustment, I recommend you 
have no more than one to one-and-a-half winds on 
the fusee to reduce the chance of causing damage 
in case it gets away from you—and it undoubtedly 
will. Fine adjustments to the depthing can be 
accomplished by squeezing or expanding the pallet 
springs on each side of the escape wheel (Figure 7). 

Figure 3. Decorative 
plate on the swinging 
arm. AUTHOR’S PHOTO.

Figure 5. Pallet adjustment 
assembly. AUTHOR’S PHOTO.

Figure 6. Pallet depth 
adjustment. AUTHOR’S PHOTO.

Figure 4. Baton length adjustment 
on the pallet adjustment 
assembly. AUTHOR’S PHOTO.
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Be gentle, as a hair’s breadth (1 mm or less) is all it 
takes to make major changes in the depthing. Too 
much and the pallet will jam and fail to release the 
tooth, too little and skipping teeth or even runaway 
will result. Again, the process is trial and error.
At this point, a close examination of each tooth of 
the escape wheel using magnification is in order to 
identify any bent, broken, or deformed teeth caused 
by the sudden impact of the pallets seating home 
after repeated skips or runaway. I employed my 
digital microscope for this task (Figure 8). Both a 
diamond dust mini-file and smoothing pliers were 
used to correct the burrs on the teeth and to correct 
the angle of the tips of the teeth that had been 
distorted by the impact sustained due to running 
away and skipping and then stopping abruptly. 
This work was done in situ to avoid dismantling the 
timepiece. As previously mentioned, these clocks 
are extremely sensitive to friction, making attention 
to the escape wheel teeth essential. 
Following the adjustments described above, my 
clock began to run properly, with no skipping of 
teeth, no jamming, no runaway, and no clunking 
noises, although it ran incredibly fast at this point. 
The batons are a compound pendulum,2 and so 
it must be adjusted in reverse to that of a simple 
pendulum. To slow the rate of the clock, you must 
move the batons up. To increase the speed, you 
must move the batons down. Again, even a hair’s 
breadth makes a monumental change in the rate. 
I marked the starting point of my adjustments to 
the batons so I could be certain that I was affecting 
the height of the arms (see Figure 4). The use of 

a height gauge 
would undoubtedly 
make this job 
easier and more 
precise. On my 
clock, the sweet 
spot was with the 
upper portion of 
the baton slightly 
longer than that 
below the center 
point. If you must 
adjust the batons, 
place the barrels 
on the rear batons 
in the middle of the 
threaded rod to 
give room for final 
rate adjustments 
later (Figure 9). 
After days of 
making constant 

tiny adjustments to the heights of the batons, the 
rate approached that desired. The use of a timing 
meter such as the MicroSet™ would make this 
process much faster, although frustrating micro-
adjustments to the batons would still be necessary.
With all of this preliminary work accomplished, I 
wound the clock fully using the crank. I have not 
attempted to open the spring barrel on this clock, 
but judging from how stiff it is to wind, even using a 
crank, the spring must be huge and therefore very, 
very strong. It takes all of my strength to wind it; I 
seriously doubt if a frail person could. I have to hold 
the clock in place with my free hand, and even then 
it twists and slides across the mantel as I crank. 
Winding this clock is not for the faint of heart!
Normally, clocks run one day (30 hours or so), 
eight days, one month, and so on. Fully wound and 
running, my clock ran for four days, four hours, and 
42 minutes, at which point it had reached the end 
of its cable as can be seen in Figure 10. Subsequent 
windings have had run times of just under and 
just over four days. Does it bother me that I will 
be winding this clock every four days? Not really. 
I can forget to wind it after four days as easily as 
I forget to wind them after seven days. Why the 
maker designed a clock to run for such a weird 
time period, I have no idea, but there is no room on 
either the fusee or the barrel to increase the length 
of the cable. I have heard that other models of this 
clock run a full seven days. It would be interesting to 
compare the size and strength of the mainsprings 
between my clock and similar clocks.

Figure 7. Close-up views of 
the pallet spring used for 
proper depthing. AUTHOR’S 
PHOTOS.

Figure 8. Digital microscope in 
use. AUTHOR’S PHOTO.
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Once the clock was running well and keeping 
somewhat decent time, smaller adjustments to the 
rate were made using the barrel weights on the 
threaded rear batons (see Figure 9). Again, this is 
a compound pendulum, so moving the batons up 
slows the clock, and moving them down speeds 
up the rate. Both barrels must be identical in their 
positioning.
I must admit that I had great fun learning the 
intricacies of this timepiece, as frustrating as it was. 
Hopefully, your clock won’t need more than simple 
adjustments.
Were the myths about these clocks true? It is a 
fallacy to say that they always skip. With proper 
and painstaking adjustments, they do not skip teeth 
and they do not suffer from running away where 
the escape wheel spins rapidly without locking the 
escapement. 
Are they accurate timekeepers? You certainly 
cannot prove it by me. The rate varies markedly 
from the beginning at a full wind to that 
approaching the end of the wind. 
The length of the run time is inconsistent from day 
to day. I have concluded that the fusee was not 
designed for this specific clock to compensate for 
the changing power of the spring as it winds down. 
I will continue with my adjustments. Perhaps I can 
find a happy middle ground to keep it somewhat 
accurate, but with only a three- to four-day run 
time, it may not be worth the effort. 
I purchased this clock simply because I enjoy 
watching the action as it runs and learning how 

it functions. Regardless of its timekeeping ability, I 
continue to enjoy watching it in action and I hope 
you find useful information in this article.
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Figure 9. Back of the clock 
showing the rate adjustment 
barrels. AUTHOR’S PHOTO.

Figure 10. The run-down cable. 
AUTHOR’S PHOTO.
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